A series of calculations carried out independently by Australian, Russian, and American researchers has demonstrated that a crucial global polyfurcation is expected near the middle of the 21st century. This result follows from extrapolating into the future the logarithmic acceleration law that involves the phase transitions in the evolution of the biosphere and anthroposphere. This essay investigates the palliatives of planetary civilization beyond the big evolutionary Singularity in the context of Megahistory and complexity theory worldviews. It gives the mathematical deduction a universal ground and, in addition, helps involve some recent discoveries in psychology and cultural anthropology for tracing the forecasting attractors and scenarios. The destiny of the earth (as well as any other planetary) civilization may conclusively depend on whether or not the intellectual actor succeeds in developing inner regulation to balance the potentially unlimited developments in technological power. Particularly, this requirement includes overcoming macro-group identities, religious and quasi-religious ideologies, which always suggest a friend-or-foe discrimination matrix.
The Constructs of World, Global and Universal (Big; Mega-) History
Three competing patterns remained on the agenda in historical discussions throughout the 19th-20th centuries. One was a Eurocentric, linear, and teleological view of history as a consistent progress "from the worse to the better" aimed at the perfect future condition. Another (unintentionally fortified by thermodynamics) was a descent from the deific past to an atheistic chaos. The third one was that, instead of referring to a "human history" we need to focus on the cycles of ascent, flourishing, and descent of regional civilizations without causal successions or universally valid events.
Meanwhile, multiple discoveries in 20th century sciences made possible singling out no less than seven crucial landmarks in panhuman history and prehistory (such as the Neolithic Revolution and the Axial Revolt) and a distinct succession in humankind's development in spite of never-ending cycles in regional stories. Also, the prevailing vectors in social evolution continue those observed in the evolution of biosphere and even the cosmo-physical evolution of the Meta-galaxy.
From this perspective, we can discriminate between the subjects of world history, global history and Universal (Big or Mega-) History, which together give us an integral view of the past so far as it is traceable today and a context for careful anticipations. In continuation and with minimal references, I adapt aspects of my book on these topics.1 (For more detailed arguments, examples, and bibliography see my relevant publications that are available in English.
2)
The world history paradigm was formulated in the 19th century, together with national histories, under the influence of the ideas of humanism and progress. It is based on the evolutionist methodology, and nowadays involves all of the social and cultural events since the Paleolithic era up to modern times.
The global history concept is a product of the first half of the 20th century, as the close mutual influence of geological, biotic, and social processes was discovered. It studies successive births and transformations of the planet's spheres in which first biota and thereupon culture became the leading 
